
hand with a plane and sandpaper, »r

the work may be done on a shaper

equipped with a cutter of the required

size. The form now must be sanded.

The form is mounted to a base made

•f fi" stock at least 4j4" square. Tw»

flathead wood screws 1/4" long are

driven through the base at points where

they will enter the form. The base of

the form may be held in the rise or

may be clamped to the bench when the

plastic is being placed around the form.

Two additional pieces of wood at least

Yi" thick, 2" wide and V/2" long will

be needed to hold the plastic to the

form as shown in the photograph.

A sheet of plastic %6" thick, V/2"

wide and 5)4" long will be required

for the case. The plastic is placed in

an oven which has been heated to a

temperature of about 220 degrees F.

When soft and pliable the plastic is

removed from the oven and placed

around the form. The blocks are

placed on each side of the plastic and

a clamp is applied as shown in the

photograph. When cool, the case is

removed from the form.

After the monogram has been jig-

sawed from a sheet of plastic, it should

be colored by being dipped in dyeing

solution of whatever color is desired.

The finished monogram is applied to

the case with special plastic cement.

motifs are as well chosen as the one

for this shoe rack. Here a riding boot

has been utilized for each upright sup

porting two tiers of stretcher dowels on

which shoes can be conveniently stored.

The uprights will require two pieces

of Yi," stock, either plywood or solid

stock, 12" wide and 19" long. Since

these members are alike in contour, the

stock from which they are to be made

may be fastened together temporarily

with lJ/i" brads so that the identical

uprights may be cut out as a single

unit. The brads used for this purpose

should be located outside that portion

of the stock used for the boot.

A full-size pattern of the boot may

be laid out on a sheet of paper and

then be transferred to the stock with

the aid of carbon paper, or the outline

may be drawn directly on the wood.

The laying out of a paper pattern is

preferable as this method will eliminate

the need of sanding off the graph

squares which would have to be drawn

©n the stock. The locations of the J4"

holes to receive the dowel stretchers

should be established on the pattern

so they can be transferred to the stock

befare the wood is cut to shape.

After the pattern has been traced on

the stock, the four yi" holes that are

to take the dowels should be bored

through both pieces of wood. The

stock for the uprights is cut to shape

on the band saw or jig saw. Sawed

edges are finished smooth with a fife

and sandpaper.

The length of the dowels on which

the shoes are to rest will depend on

the number or pairs that are to be

stored. Each pair of men's shoes will

require about 9" of dowel. A full-

length dowel which measures 36" long

will provide space for four pairs of

men's shoes on each shelf. The dowels

are cut to length and are then glued

in the hole* provided in each upright.

The assembled rack should be given

a coat of shellac. When this coat ha§

dried, a coat of light brown enamel

should be applied to the entire piece.

The laces, eyes, soles and heels mi

the boots may be drawn with dark

brown or black enamel,

LOW-COST UTILITY LAMP

A CRAFTSMAN'S ingenuity can

usually produce highly useful ob

jects from materials that would nor

mally be discarded. Here, for example,

a sardine can and a tomato can for™

the chief elements of the utility lamp

shown in the photograph. In addition

to the two tin cans, the lamp require*

a piece of bailing wire, an electric light

socket, a short length of $i" x \%"

stock, a stove bolt and two roundhead

wood screws. The finished lamp c*»

be used as a bed light by pulling omt

the bail and slipping it over the head

of the bed, but with the bail pushed

back inside the base, the unit become*

a desk lamp which is properly shaded

to keep the light out of one's eye* and

directed on the book or papers on the

CLOSET SHOE RACK

MOTIFS that symbolize the pur

pose of a household accessory

contribute noveltv to the obiect if the
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